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The Hebrew name of the book (Myriy#i$%ha ry#$i) is an idiom meaning “Best Song Ever.” 

Author:  King Solomon (traditionally) 
Date: 10th Century BCE 
Themes: Perichoresis, Marriage, Biblical Love 
Chief Debate: Literal Reading vs. Allegorical-Typological 

POPULAR “CREATIVE CONSTRUCT” INTERPRETATIONS: 
 Allegorical presentation on YHWH’s relationship with Israel, with Deuteronomy as the  

marriage contract. 
 This reading was adapted by Origen, who read it as an allegorical depiction of Messiah’s 

love for the Church (written over 900 years before there was a Church by someone who 
was not a prophet).  Augustinian traditions (Lutheran, Reformed, Catholic, etc.) embrace 

Origen’s view. 
 Our marriage to sin (minority fringe view; cf. Eph. 2). 
 

BUT… some rabbis do not permit people to read this book until they are thirty!  

ALTERNATIVES: 

 Perhaps the text means what it says? 
 A text about YHWH-honoring love and marriage, which demonstrates selfless interconnect-

edness (cf. Malachi 2:16).  
 How to live out the biblical command to love others… both in marriage and in a community 

of Believers (Lev. 19:18b; and often). 

PERICHORESIS: 

 A term coined by Gregory of Naziansus (4th C.) 
 Meaning as fleshed out by John of Damascus is “cleaving together” –  

not only embracing each other but becoming part of each other. 

 Marriages should reflect this kind of “circumintersession” so strongly  
that divorce would not just be painful; it would actually and literally  
destroy us.  

 
DEFINING “LOVE” BIBLICALLY: 
 Something that is commanded (so it CAN’T be an emotion or feeling) – it is an activity! 

-     Deuteronomy 6:5; Leviticus 19:18b; & often. 
 A term that only appears in the context of covenant – contract terminology! 
 A selfless commitment to act always with someone else’s best interests ahead of our own 

interests – a conscious commitment! 
 Derived from the HEBREW (not American) HEART; think one cubit higher ≈ the MIND! 

“If the plain sense makes common sense, seek no other sense.” (David L. Cooper) 

Authorial Intent: Would/could Solomon’s generation have seen the text this way?  



 

Biblical Pick-up Lines  

MEANINGS OF THE NAMES: 
 

Solomon and Shulamit.  In Hebrew, these names are complements, both derived from the 

word SHALOM (MwOl#$f) – PEACE of the kind that results from being in harmony with YHWH  

and with fellow Image-bearers.  

hwOm$l#$; = Solomon = YHWH’s peace 

tymi%la#$u = Shulamit = peaceful one 

THEMATIC OUTLINE OF BOOK: 
 

Attraction    (1:1-8) 
Dating     (1:9-2:7) 
Courtship    (2:8-3:11) 
Intimacy    (4:1-5:1) 
Conflict    (5:2-6:13) 
Romance    (7:1-8:4) 
Covenant Loyalty   (8:5-14) 

OBSERVATIONS ON SoS 1:1-8 

 physical attraction 

 character attraction even more so 

 don’t trust your emotions; seek the 
counsel of others 

 love for others above love for self 

 purity intact – in body, mind, and 
soul 

 mutual respect – guarding each 
other’s purity yli ydiwOdw; ydiwOdl; yni):a  

2:8-10, 16; 3:6; 4:9; 4:16; 6:3 




